StoCalce
The new dimension in lime

The new StoCalce range
Ecology and design at their best

With StoCalce, we are launching a brand-new range of lime products which make nature really
tangible: a new dimension in lime. It is supplemented by proven lime plasters, lime paints, as well as
functional and decorative fillers to form a complete range which perfectly unites functional properties
and varied design possibilities. This brochure gives you an overview of all the new and further
developments we have created in our range of lime products for interiors.
The new StoCalce range of lime products supersedes the previous Linea di calce range and comes in
three product lines: StoCalce Primo, StoCalce Deco and StoCalce Functio. On the pages that follow,
you will find everything you need to know about the functional properties and benefits of these
three product lines – and the stories behind the new names.

It should be noted that the details, illustrations, general technical information, and drawings contained in this brochure are only general proposals and details
which describe the functions. No precise dimensions are included. The applicator/customer is independently responsible for determining the suitability and
completeness for the construction project in question. Neighbouring works are described only schematically. All specifications and information must be
adjusted or agreed in the light of local conditions and do not constitute work, detail or installation plans. The technical specifications and product information
in the Technical Data Sheets and in system descriptions/certificates must be observed.
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Feeling close to nature
Lime: A feel-good material

Buildings and living spaces made from natural materials have
always created an atmosphere that puts people at ease. As far
back as ancient Rome, the valuable properties of lime – dubbed
an "imperishable material" – were well known, and the material
even provided people with a natural source of protection thanks
to its disinfectant effect. Loam is another feel-good material that
exhibits similar climate-regulating properties in its own right –
making it a building material that has been equally prized down
the centuries.
Climate-regulating thanks to a porous structure
Lime's ability to make a sustainable improvement to interior
climates is down to its porous structure and the associated
diffusion capacity: excess humidity is absorbed by the lime
products, temporarily stored and then released again later during
ventilation, at a rate that is appropriate for the conditions. This
produces an ambient interior climate that lets you take a deep
breath and feel perfectly at home.
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Pure nature
Not only is lime able to regulate humidity, it also boasts another
very special property: it's naturally alkaline! This makes it possible
to completely dispense with the anti-microbacterial preservatives
that would otherwise need to be used under storage conditions.
In other words, it's a product that's nothing but natural.
Surfaces with a strong character
In addition to its superb ecological credentials, lime also opens
up a wide variety of design possibilities: thanks to the whole
range of textures und shades it offers, plus the numerous
options for processing it, you can create surfaces boasting
sophisticated aesthetics and are entirely unique.
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The three stages in the transformation of natural limestone rock:
burning, slaking and setting.
During the burning process, the natural carbon dioxide is driven out of the
limestone at temperatures of 1200 °C. What is left is the white quicklime.

Lime

Burning
process

The setting process takes place on the wall: as the lime plaster and mortar dry,
CO2 is acquired from the air and limestone rock is produced once again – in
the form of plaster or paint on the wall.

Slaking
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This quicklime reacts with water during the slaking process, also known as
hydration. The result is lime hydrate.

Sto and lime – A partnership that has stood the test of
time
As proven by the acquisition of Weizener Cement- und Kalkwerk
by Wilhelm Stotmeister in 1936, the Sto company's close
association with lime can be traced as far back as its earliest
days. Since then, the range of lime products on offer has continually developed, while production processes have improved
and application and surface techniques have been optimised.
Through StoCalce, we are continuing to uphold this tradition,
this time adding a new dimension in the form of products that
are a truly winning choice not only because of their own
natural properties, but also thanks to our decades of expertise.
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StoCalce Primo
Extremely natural – extremely simple
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Our original paste-form lime products have now been brought together under the banner of our
StoCalce Primo line. They still showcase the same proven benefits they have always had: the ease
with which the ready-to-use products are applied – an entirely unique feature – plus their pleasant,
creamy paste-form consistency and breathable properties. StoCalce Primo combines all these features
with an unprecedented variety of paints and textures.
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StoCalce Primo
Ready-to-use for easy application

From the paste-form finishing plasters and the
traditional lime paint that the StoCalce Primo line
offers, it's clear to see that applicators benefit from
products that are quick and easy to apply, while
building owners are thrilled with the ecological
advantages they offer.

The TÜV-certified, dead-matt StoColor Calcetura
lime paint complements the StoCalce Primo family.
This product has been specifically developed for
mineral substrates, making it the ideal choice for
sensitive applications.

StoColor Calcetura

Outstandingly versatile

The ecological lime paint

Easy application
Free from preservatives
Mineral
Diffusion-open
High degree of whiteness
Limited tintability based on AC fans, in almost
300 shades

TÜV-certified
Free from preservatives
Solvent and plasticiser-free
Low-emission
Diffusion-open
Free from fogging-active substances
Wet scrub resistance class 3
Hiding power class 3
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StoCalce Miral (previously StoMiral Kalk)
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StoCalce Miral finishing plasters are available as
stippled, grooved and free-style textured plaster types.
A whole range of application techniques and graining
sizes, plus a rich spectrum of paints, give the design
process vast scope for initiative.

Emissionsarm
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StoCalce Deco
The designer line
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Can you really use breathable lime materials to create surfaces that are both versatile and
unique? With StoCalce Deco, you can! Thanks to their water vapour permeability, the products
formerly known as Linea di calce help create the perfect ambient interior climate. What is more,
their versatility allows you to create living spaces that are truly out of the ordinary – and that is
also why they are part of our Design Collection Interior 14 I 15*.
*For more information, see our "Design Collection Interior 14 I 15" lookbook
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StoCalce Deco
Craftsmanship that gives real character to interiors

The decorative StoCalce Deco products are rooted
in traditional craftsmanship and materials that have
stood the test of the centuries. This concept has
given rise to a product line that combines a vast
range of techniques with an exceptionally rich
variety of surfaces – and, what is more, creates a
pleasant living atmosphere.
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All four products in the StoCalce Deco line are
mineral decorative fillers on a lime base. The next
few pages show a small selection of the various
application techniques as well as some design
examples.

StoCalce Veneziano (prev. StoLook Veneziano)

StoCalce Marmorino (prev. StoLook Marmorino)

Decorative, mineral smoothing filler on a lime base

Mineral decorative filler on a lime base

Smooth, silk matt (Classico technique)
For natural stone surface designs
Hard-wearing
Tintable with marble powders (StoLook Punto F)
Preservative-free
Highly water vapour permeable

Smooth, silk gloss (Classico technique)
Marble character
Unlimited tintability
Tintable with marble powders (StoLook Punto F)
Preservative-free
Highly water vapour permeable

StoCalce Fondo (previously StoLook Fondo)

StoCalce Effetto (previously StoLook Effetto)

Mineral decorative filler on a lime base

Mineral decorative filler with natural mica on a
lime base

Matt (Classico technique)
With black marble powder
Rough surface with a natural effect
Unlimited tintability
Suitable for texturing, ﬂoat-finishable, and can be
combined with many other products
Preservative-free
Highly water vapour permeable

Matt (Classico technique)
With natural mica
Rough surface with natural effect
Suitable for texturing, ﬂoat-finishable, and can be
combined with many other products
Preservative-free
Highly water vapour permeable
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StoCalce Deco
Four products – A range of versions

With StoCalce Deco, the design possibilities are
virtually endless. Whether you're looking for a classic,
Mediterranean or modern design, this one product
has the ability to create a whole variety of surface

StoCalce Veneziano

StoCalce Marmorino

Classico
Nero Ebano 10%
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effects – it's simply a question of which tool, shade
and creative technique you choose. You can find
genuine samples in our StoCalce Deco Collection
card (article number 09663-096).

Classico
Nero Ebano 10%
Concrete
character
Nero Ebano 20%

Evenio
35100

Rustico
Giallo Mori 20%

Fantastico
37100
+ Wax StoLook Argento

Classico
Nero Ebano 5%
Coccio Pesto 5%

Cielo
Verde Alpi 8%

StoCalce Fondo

StoCalce Effetto

Classico
Nero Ebano 10%

Classico
Nero Ebano 10%
Travertino
33520

Classico
16046

Antico
33403

Classico
35410

Naturale
76759

Classico
16025
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StoCalce Functio
Ecology meets functionality
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If there's one basic rule for creating a pleasant ambient interior climate, it's maintaining the
humidity at a level that is neither too high nor too low. There are, however, rooms in which the
climate poses a particular challenge. This is something that is true of not just bathrooms, but
also bedrooms and kitchens, for example. Thanks to the StoCalce Functio line, we have taken
humidity management to a whole new level – and are introducing the market to a natural
building material that is sure to point the way to the future.
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StoCalce Functio
The new product line for a perfect ambient interior
climate

StoCalce Functio harnesses the benefits of loam and
lime in its own unique way. Thanks to its porous
structure, loam is able to store humidity temporarily
before releasing it back into the environment at a
rate that is appropriate for the conditions. StoCalce
Functio takes advantage of this feature in the form
of an innovative filler material, and combines it with

the design and application advantages offered by
lime products. The result is a new product line that is
able to absorb as much as 50% more humidity than
conventional loam plasters available on the market.
As a result, it is able to regulate the ambient interior
climate perfectly.

StoLevell Calce RP

StoLevell Calce FS

The functional, regulating base coat

The functional filler

Functional base coat on lime base
Suitable for new buildings in a complete system

Used as smoothing filler in a system structure
(max. 3 mm)
For decorative surfaces

StoCalce Active
The functional finishing plasters
StoCalce Active K 1.5
StoCalce Active K 2.0
StoCalce Active MP 1.0

Beneﬁts you can measure
We don't just claim that StoCalce Functio is better at
regulating humidity in rooms than comparable
products – we can prove it too: StoCalce Functio
absorbs more than 90 g water/m2 in eight hours.

What this means is that this innovative lime and
tinting-based product absorbs twice as much humidity as comparable products.* In fact, when pitted
against loam plasters, the StoCalce Functio system's
humidity absorption capacity is around 50% higher!

Humidity absorption/release in g/m2
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*Measurement
results confirmed
by the research
institute Empa
(Switzerland).
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StoCalce Functio
Combining the very best properties of loam and lime

StoCalce Functio – Pure nature
Following intensive research conducted in collaboration with the Swiss institute Empa, we have been
able to integrate a highly functional natural filler
material into lime plaster. This has resulted in

StoCalce
Functio

Loam

Lime

Absorption of
humidity

High

Very high

Low

Absorption of
humidity

Crack formation

Prone to crack formation

No crack formation

No crack formation

Crack formation

Water resistance

Not water-proof

Water-proof

Water-proof

Water resistance

Dynamic of
sorption/desorption

Very quick

Very quick

Quick

Dynamic of
sorption/desorption

Abrasion resistance

Not abrasion-resistant

Abrasion-resistant

Abrasion-resistant

Abrasion resistance

Alkalinity

Neutral

Alkaline/neutral after the
setting process

Alkaline/neutral after the
setting process

Alkalinity

Integration of
heavy metals

Possible

Not possible

Not possible

Integration of
heavy metals

Ecology

Ecological product

Ecological product

Ecological product

Ecology

Ingredients
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StoCalce Functio: the ecological revolution.
This natural system combines the tried-and-tested
properties of lime products – such as their ease of
application and resistance to water – with the
benefits of conventional loam plasters.

Ingredients

Preservative-free

Application

Difficult

Easy

Easy

Application

Over-coatability

Difficult – often not
possible

Possible

Possible

Over-coatability

Image on the
market

Very good indoor
climate/natural,
ecological product

Natural, ecological
product

Image on the
market

Very good indoor climate/
natural, ecological product

The system for new buildings and renovation
projects
Whether you're working on a new building or a
renovation project, StoCalce Functio offers exactly
the right system structure for both applications,
with a base coat in one case and no base coat in the
other. When it comes to renovation work, the

StoLevell Calce FS functional filler can be applied
directly to organic substrates. In new buildings,
meanwhile, the StoLevell Calce RP base coat can
be used as a starting point for creating a complete
humidity management system using the highly
functional StoCalce products.

New building

Optionally apply a coat of:
StoLevell Calce RP
The regulating base coat

StoLevell Calce FS
Functional filler

StoCalce Active
The functional finishing
plasters

New building: complete StoCalce Functio structure including regulating base coat

• StoColor Calcetura*
• StoColor Sil In*
*Without significant
impairment of the humidity
management.

Renovation

Optionally apply a coat of:
Existing old coating

StoLevell Calce FS
Functional filler

StoCalce Active
The functional finishing
plasters

Renovation: directly on organic substrates

• StoColor Calcetura*
• StoColor Sil In*
*Without significant
impairment of the humidity
management.
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Sustainability
An indispensable part of all our products

Sustainability is becoming an increasingly important
issue from the perspective of building owners and
applicators alike. So it's reassuring to know that our
products have long been meeting this demand for

sustainable properties. Here are some insights into
how we make sure they are sustainable, and the
products, features that reﬂect this:

Every single Sto product does its part to ensure
sustainability,
whether this comes in the form of
1
energy saving, climate protection, or enhancement of health and well-being.

Where technology and economic conditions
allow, Sto optimises the disposal and recycling
4
potential of its products.

All the raw materials in Sto products fulfil a function that is relevant to the product application –
2
and we make sure to optimise the impact they
have on the environment.

Sto accepts its responsibility towards its customers, society and the environment – as a technol5
ogy leader in the sustainable design of living
spaces tailored to human needs. Worldwide.

Sto products are manufactured in a way that uses
energy and resources efficiently. Renewable raw
3 materials are used whenever this is a socially
responsible, ecologically sound and economically
viable option.

Sto regards sustainability as a process of continuous improvement, not one with an end result –
6
and it believes that we have to take the path
of sustainability together.

itsdatenblatt
Nachhaltigke
lcetura
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r
StoColo

Sustainability data sheets for all StoCalce products are
available on all the websites for Sto's national companies.
These documents summarise the key facts and figures in a
brief, comprehensible manner.
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The complete StoCalce range
Everything at a glance

Tintability
Product
StoColor System

AC fans

StoLook Punto F

Design Collection

-

-

-

-

Sorption
properties

StoCalce Primo

StoCalce Miral

StoColor Calcetura

Finishing plaster

-

Interior paint

-

-

-

-

StoCalce Deco

StoCalce Marmorino

Decorative filler

StoCalce Veneziano

Smoothing filler

StoCalce Fondo

Decorative filler

-

StoCalce Effetto

Decorative filler

-

-

StoCalce Functio

-

StoLevell Calce RP

Functional regulating
base coat

-

-

StoLevell Calce FS

Functional filler

-

-

-

Functional finishing
plaster

-

-

-

StoCalce Active

-
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